New Exhibition of Paintings & Ceramics by Kerrie Warren
Nissarana Galleries, Mornington

The rhythmic, undulating movement and poetic configuration of line, form and colour of the
Australian landscape intrigues artist Kerrie Warren. Abstract Expressionism ‘Action Painting’
is at the heart of such energetic works and much like Nature herself are in constant visual flux…
“Through intuitively based artworks which include paintings and ceramics, a sense of pause is evoked within a
visually perceived momentum in order to capture flow and find focus. I have an insatiable curiosity for how life
works and am forever tantalised by its perpetual tempo and sublime impermanence. By letting go and working
‘in the moment’ I feel deeply connected to this natural rhythm and to ‘life’. Paint thrown onto linen, and clay
thrown onto the wheel, invites the exciting element of unpredictability and a kaleidoscope of possibilities.
Organic patterns captivate me - like those created by fallen leaves after a gust of wind. In the act of ‘throwing’ I
feel somewhat like the wind… somewhat like the tree… and am taken on a journey by the paint that falls. Feeling
one’s way through the creative process allows intuition to be the guiding factor toward direction and meaning as
concepts arise. Outside the studio I question ‘my place’ and ‘our place’ within the natural landscape and often
experiment with silhouettes of the human form to gauge juxtaposition between the two. Other shapes such as
fish, bush rats and butterflies occasionally make an appearance to acknowledge that we are not alone in this
wondrous experience of life. This exhibition celebrates an ongoing journey both inside and outside the studio
where older works link to new (2015 – 2019). The natural environment is a constant source of inspiration and
paintings such as ‘A Journey in Flow’ 2019 (a colourful diptych) encapsulate the essence of viewing vibrant
compositions as they shape-shift from one perspective to the next.” Kerrie Warren

‘A Journey in Flow’ Kerrie Warren Solo Exhibition at Nissarana Galleries Mornington
14 June - 7 July
Preview: Friday 14 June, 10am – 4pm,
Opening Celebration: Saturday 15 June 2pm – 4pm.
NISSARANA GALLERIES
Open 7 days, 10am-5pm, or after hours by appointment
A: Ground Floor, 211 Main St, Mornington
T: 5976 8877
M: 0474 496 222
E: info@ngmornington.com.au

W: www.nissaranagalleries.com.au

